
BOOK REVIEW

Step into the ring smatt business

owner and meet your opponent! lt's the
taxman. You know, that pesky, illusive
enemy you love to hate. The one who
gives you untold grief by filching your
hard-earned income? Well, now you can

learn to beat him at his own game.

Beqt the Toxmon by Stephen Thompson,
in its fifth edition printing, is a handbook
directed at small business owners and

home-based entrepreneurships. The book
teaches you how to pay less tax to the
government - legally. The material is pre-
sented as a metaphorical boxing match in

13 chapters called "rounds." Each round is

written in an easy-to-understand ques-

tion and answer format. At the end of the
match, you the taxpayer are declared the
winner because you have outwitted and

worn down your opponent. Your prize?

Keeping more of your hard-earned money.

The basic strategy to beating the tax-
man is rather simple and introduced in

the book's preface; it starts with knowing
the rules and doing lots of little things
right throughout the year. "Tax planning
doesn't occur on April 30 when you file
your tax return," writes Thompson. "lt
occurs when you're planning to purchase

a new vehicle, when you're paying your
teenage s0n or daughter that monthly
allowance and when you're recording the
revenue and expenses of the business."

In other words, beating the taxman is a
365-day-a-year fight. Few pugilists would
have the stamina to endure a match that
long, but the small business owner can

with the right approach. In Round 0ne,
you learn the essentials of beating the
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opponent - getting off to
a good start. That means

figuring out the exact
nature of your business, .i 

r , :,, . .

when it started and : ri ' i '

whether to kee p your costs : : i. : : r. i '

low for the first year.

In Round Two, you : e . i. .,.: , i

learn the importance of
keeping accurate records ' : :'' :

and how to create and

maintain an effective
record-keeping systen.
And so it goes until Round 13. Along the
way, you get valuable information on home

deductions IRound Eight), auto deductions
(Round 10) and even the dreaded GST

(Round Six). For instance, did you know
that you can increase profits by registering
for the GST from the time you first register
your business? "... as a registrant, you will
be eligible for input tax credits. This means

that by registering you will be able to
reduce the cost of your purchases subject
to GST by seven per cent. This is a signifi-
cant reduction in the cost of your opera-
tions," explains Thompson.

Because each round is a stand-alone
piece, the reader can simply refer to the
rounds (chapters) that are most applicable
to his or her situation. However, the author
advises giving at least a passing glance to
the other rounds because there may be

additional valuable information lurking
there.

The tax savings are real and wholly appli-
cable to small businesses and home-based

entrepreneurships. Many financial advisors

and planners are self-employed themselves,
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or have clients who are, so the book is dou-
bly valuable.

The book is written in plain language,

explanations are short and the information
is easy to find. The author wisely avoids

lengtl"y, corpl q3ls6 egal details, while

still giving you the legal references that you

need. There are some bonuses thrown in,

such as the tax planning calendar at the

beginning, telling you what you have to do

each month, and a summary at the end of
the book of the 165 tax iips called
"taxbeaters" that accompany the narrative

in the margins. For example: "Record your

transactions weekly so you don't forget a

business expense." 0r: "Near your year-end,

delay the sale of a capital asset until early

next year."

Small business people have long been

complaininq that valuable tax information
is difficult and costly to find, as if the

Canada Revenue Agency wants to keep it
shrouded in mystery. That mystery has been

unraveled in an engaging, straightforward
form. Want one final tax beater? You can

deduct the cost of the bookl ri;r


